MA322 Methods of Teaching High School Mathematics

Syllabus

Instructor: Joseph William Spadano

Course Description: (3 Credits)
This course advances students' knowledge, skills and behaviors in teaching secondary mathematics. The course is intended to expose students to theoretical frameworks for teaching mathematics, examine factors which influence learning, and engage students in the development and presentation of mathematics lessons as well as evaluative schemes. The class will explore the natural course of reasoning through problem solving and learning experiences that require students to be active agents, central to the learning process. Students will observe secondary mathematics classes in order to discuss and reflect upon effective classroom management and issues related to teaching mathematics. The course is designed to be consistent with the principals and standards of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Learning Outcomes:
Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge, skills and behaviors in teaching secondary mathematics by:

- Developing an understanding of the theoretical relationships between curriculum, pedagogy, and belief systems within a problem solving educational orientation;
- Navigating the problem solving process through extended learning experience;
- Designing and presenting learning experiences that integrate problem solving and learning theory into the curriculum;
- Developing an understanding of the natural order of reasoning and logical within a problem solving educational orientation;
- Observing professional teaching mathematics and reflecting upon the science of education;
- Producing and presenting learning experiences that set forth a vision consistent with national reform initiatives, e.g., incorporating technology and cooperative learning.

Course Requirements:
Students will demonstrate knowledge, skills and behaviors in teaching secondary mathematics through a variety of spoken and written response which will include classroom activities, homework, a journal, a research paper, comprehensive tests, and the design and delivery of mathematical lessons that incorporate problem solving and learning theory. The name of this course is interactive. Active involvement includes discussion and mastery of tasks and learning outcomes related to the purposes, goals, and objectives of this course. Students will examine, critique, and revise their own work as well as the work of the others. Therefore students are expected to active participants and attend all classes. (15%) Homework is assigned regularly and must be done accurately and completely in an organized manner that is easily readable and mathematically rational. (10%) A journal will provide students with the opportunity to reflect upon observations of secondary mathematics classes. The journal should demonstrate the student's ability to critically evaluate issues related to teaching mathematics. The journal must include observations of at least three different teachers. (15%) A research paper will provide students with the opportunities to review relevant philosophical issues. The report should be indicative of academic scholarship and demonstrate the students' ability to analyze, synthesize, and convey a topic or theory. The paper must be six to ten pages and include at least six resources. (20%) Comprehensive tests will measure students critical and creative thinking as it relates to the
analysis and synthesis of the knowledge, skills, and behaviors in teaching secondary mathematics. (20%)
Each student will design and present four mathematical lessons. Each lesson plan should include, but is not limited to, the identification of intended audiences, a list of necessary materials, a purpose statement, objectives, and an evaluate scheme. The learning experiences should address multiple learning styles and be consistent with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' vision of achieving mathematical power. (20%)

Methodology and Course Outlines:
A variety of teaching styles (e.g. direct instruction, independent and cooperative group work, or student presentations) will be used to engage multiple learning styles.
09.12 Solutions presented by students. Understanding Teaching. Technology in the Mathematics Classroom: Geometry Inventor through "predict, observe, and explain" model.
09.26 Comprehensive Test: Midterm.

Reading List/Resource: